Despite the huge literature on h-index, few papers have been devoted to the statistical analysis of -index when a probabilistic distribution is assumed for citation counts.
papers have no more than citations each" (see also Hirsch, 2005) . On August 18th, -which until that time had campaigned for a moderate use of the Impact Factor Nature -published an article (Ball, 2005) , where the -index was presented as "transparent, unbiased 2 and very hard to rig" and able to "pick out influential individuals". The illustrative example in the article was a short list of seven high-ranked physicists. The top physicist was Ed
Witten of the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study "widely regarded by his peers as the most brilliant living physicist". On August 19th, a short note appeared on Science (Bhattacharjee, 2005) , where the value of the -index for Manuel Cardona, a physicist at the 2 Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart, Germany, was given. According to Bornmann and Daniel (2009) , at the initiative of the same Cardona, Hirsch's paper was published a few weeks later in the (Hirsch, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
2005).
These circumstances cannot be regarded as a matter of secondary importance in explaining the success met by the -index. The immediate endorsement of the index operated 2 by two leading scientific journals, and the publication of the paper in a prestigious outlet, were strong signals for an academic community searching for a simple and useful way to characterize the scientific output of a researcher. In addition, it was immediately realized that the -index could be adopted for assessing the research performance of more complex 2 structures, such as: journals, setting up as a competitor of the Impact Factor (Braun ., et al 2006); groups of scholars, departments and institutions (Molinari and Molinari, 2008, van Raan, 2006) and even countries (Mahbuba and Rousseau, 2008, Nejati and Jenab, 2010 Costas and Bordons, 2007 , Egghe, 2010 , Rousseau, 2008 ) discuss advantages and disadvantages of using the -index. In any case, the -index is probably so diffused because 2 2 it is perceived by non-technical readers as a unique numerical value measuring a very complex phenomenon such as the quality/impact/production of a researcher. Ranking scientists according to -index is apparently very simple, and differences amongst 2 researchers are directly measurable: "my -index is bigger than your!". for the citation number. The importance of this approach is stressed, among others, by Rousseau (2008) and Panaretos and Malesios (2009) .
When the full statistical perspective is considered, i.e. by assuming a statistical model for the citation-count distribution, it should be realized that the original definition provided by Jorge E. Hirsch gives rise to an empirical index and that the corresponding theoretical index has to be properly defined. Obviously, this process is -in some way -statistically unsound, since the "estimator" is defined in advance to the "parameter" to be estimated. In any case, once that the definition of the theoretical index is suitably carried out, the statistical properties of the empirical index must be assessed. Even if Glänzel (2006) produced the first effort in this direction, the decisive step was made by Beirlant and Einmahl (2010) hypotheses and check the validity of its statistical properties". Hence, the aim of the present paper is to divulge the available statistical tools for the inference on the -index, by trying to 2 explain issues and details which may be obscure for non-statisticians. Moreover, an extensive application to real data is given, in order to highlight the importance of producing interval estimation, in addition to point estimation. Finally, simultaneous inference techniques are introduced in order to achieve suitable scholar comparisons.
The empirical and theoretical -index.
2 Let us assume that be an integer-valued \ random variable representing the citation number for a paper of a given scholar. Moreover, it is assumed that be the survival function corresponding to the random variable ,
WÐBÑ oe T Ð\  BÑ WÐBÑ . Therefore, constitutes the probability that a paper of the scholar receives more than citation. The random variable is usually required to be "heavy-tailed" B \ in the scientometric applications (see e.g. Glänzel, 2006 Glänzel, , 2010 , even if the results given in this section hold in general. Hence, if the scholar has published papers, the random 8 variables represent the citation counts for his/her papers. In order to develop \ ß á ß \ 8 O the empirical -index -say n the basis of the Hirsch's definition given in the Introduction, 2 L s -may be mathematically expressed as (1) gives rise to the following (but more convenient) alternative and equivalent expression for ,
Obviously, is a random variable since it depends on the random variables .
Moreover, it should be noticed from (2) that , L oe 0ÐWÑ s s i.e. the empirical -index is actually 2 a functional of the empirical survival function. This remark allows for a suitable definition of the theoretical 2 2 -index -say -which may be inherently defined as by adopting 2 oe 0ÐWÑ the statistical "correspondence principle". More precisely, on the basis of expression (2) the theoretical 2-index may be set to
as suggested by Pratelli . Obviously, depends on and it is easily verified et al.    .
Thus, it is apparent that is a biased estimator for . However, since Pratelli .
it also follows that as , the ratio converges in probability to one.
Thus, may be considered as a "consistent" estimator for , even if in this setting the usual L 2 s definition of consistency is pointless since the parameter approaches to infinity as simple size increases (see also a similar comment by . Beirlant and Einmahl, 2010)
As previously emphasized, in the present framework some arbitrariness arises in the choice of the theoretical -index and hence some attention should be put in order to properly 2 identify the reference parameter under estimation. Since in many statistical applications the expected value of the estimator coincides with the parameter to be estimated, we argue that EÒLÓ 2 s could be considered as a "natural" competitor of . This suggestion is also supported by the equivalence of and for large , 
where denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to . In expression (5) 
It should be again emphasized that and are fully nonparametric confidence set and G G w interval, respectively. Indeed, their implementation does not demand the specification of a distribution and solely requires the validity of condition (4), which is likely to hold for almost all the distributions of interest in the area of scientometrics. Moreover, a large simulation study carried out by Pratelli . (2012) show that the actual coverage of and is et al G G w appropriate even for quite small . 8
In the case that scholars have to be jointly compared, a suitable procedure should be 5 applied in order to achieve simultaneous inference Let us suppose that the scholars act Þ 5
independently and that they have published their corresponding 8 ß á ß 8 
Tables I and II about here
A simple analysis of the Tables I and II Adrian Fert published a number of papers which is double with respect to Brian Schmidt. The third conclusion is the most striking one: in each discipline the majority of confidence sets intersects, so that a strict ranking of the considered scholars may not be feasible. This is a very important issue, since the common use of the -index aims to rank individuals, journals 2 and so on. If these rankings fail to consider the sample variability, the differences between scholars in different positions may be not more than an optical illusion.
In order to show the practical implementation of simultaneous inference, the Nobel
Laureates for Economics have been analyzed. Since in this group there are scholars 5 oe "! with theoretical -indexes given by , differences 2 2 ß á ß 2 5 oe %& Ð  Ñ " " ! 4 6 ‡ 2 2 ( ) must be considered. Table III reports the corresponding 6  4 oe "ß á ß "! large-sample pairwise simultaneous confidence sets at the % confidence level. By analyzing Table III, 
Table III about here
The previous analyses emphasize that the application of the correct statistical approach should be demanded in bibliometrics and scientometrics, where the adopted methods often appear pre-statistical and pre-inferential. As noticed by Peter Hall "... issues that are obvious to statisticians are often ignored in bibliometric analysis ...", and for example "... many Table I . Citation performance of the considered Nobel winners. 
